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Abstract

The rendering performance of an image-based rendering (IBR) system de-

pends on the number of images and the amount of geometry information

used. In this paper, we propose the layered lumigraph representation that

is configured for optimized rendering performance given the rendering plat-

form (e.g., processor speed, memory, etc.) and the output image resolution.

The layered lumigraph is produced by classifying all pixels into a number of

depth layers. Based on the prior plenoptic sampling analysis work, the lay-

ered lumigraph is constructed to achieve the same rendering quality along

the minimum sampling curve by trading off the number of images and depth
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layers. For a rendering platform, the best rendering performance can be ob-

tained by choosing the optimal number of images and depth layers. More-

over, the layered lumigraph is capable of level-of-detail (LOD) control using

the same image geometry trade-off. Therefore, the layered lumigraph fully

exploits the inherent constraints between the number of images, depth com-

plexity, and the output resolution. Finally, a backward warping technique is

designed to efficiently render the layered lumigraph by taking advantage of

texture mapping hardware.

Introduction

Image-based rendering (IBR) techniques have been proposed as an alternative to

traditional geometry-based techniques for image synthesis. They use collection

of sample images to render new views, as opposed to using geometric primitives.

Previous work on image-based rendering (IBR) reveals a spectrum of image-based

representations based on the different combination of images and geometry infor-

mation used.

At one end, light field [1] and lumigraph [2] densely sample the image space

to reduce the amount of geometry information and further alleviate the difficulty

of real world modeling. Using hardware accelerated texture mapping, the novel

view can be rendered in real time. The lumigraph [2] has the additional feature of a



geometry proxy to improve the rendering quality. However, the high consumption

of memory and storage has limited their practical usage. At the other end, when

the accurate geometry is used, the amount of memory and storage consumption

can be significant reduced. For example, in 3D warping [3], the novel image can

be rendered from a nearby view by directly warping the input image according

to their depth. The speed of 3D warping though is generally not as efficient as

ray interpolation in light field/lumigraph because current graphics hardware does

not support 3D warping. Additionally, when the render viewpoint moves far away

from the reference viewpoint, hole artifacts appear in the output due to the self-

occlusion or insufficient sampling of surface. One alternative is to represent the

scene using images from multiple reference views [4].

As different rendering environments call for different IBR representations, an

IBR systems should be optimized in joint image-geometry space according to

their working platform, measured by the size of memory and storage, network

bandwidth, and CPU computing performance. Plenoptic sampling [5] reveals that

many IBR systems, with different combinations of images and geometry, can be

used to achieve antialiased rendering. Thus, the performance (i.e., memory re-

quirement and rendering speed) of an IBR system can be dictated by the tradeoff

between how many input images are needed and how much geometry information

is used. However, the existing IBR systems are not flexible and general enough to

represent the different combinations in joint image-geometry space.



Moreover, to reduce the rendering time, the sampling resolution in joint image-

geometry space should also be comparable to the output resolution. As a result,

the scene need to be represented at different levels of details (LOD). Although the

LOD control in either image space [6] or geometry space [7] has been explored,

efficient LOD control in joint image-geometry space is still nontrivial.

In this paper, we propose a novel IBR technique called layered lumigraph with

LOD control, which permits efficient level-of-detail control in both image and ge-

ometry space for the best rendering performance. The layered lumigraph extends

the conventional lumigraph by classifying all pixels into a number of depth layers.

Our approach offers the following features:

• It describes the minimum sampling curve in joint image-geometry space.

It can provide the best rendering performance across different rendering

platforms. Different trade-offs between the images and the number of depth

layers can be easily constructed under our representation.

• It provides LOD control in both image and geometry spaces. Both the im-

age resolution and the number of depth layers are dynamically adapted to

guarantee the sampling rate comparable to the output resolution.

• It is rendered by an efficient backward warping algorithm using texture

mapping hardware.

The remainder of paper is organized as follows. We first overview the related



work in Section 2. The plenoptic sampling analysis in the joint image-geometry

space is briefly reviewed in Section 3. Section 4 describes the layered lumigraph in

joint image-geometry space. The construction,optimization and hierarchical rep-

resentation of the layered lumigraph are also discussed in this section. In Section

5, we discuss how the layered lumigraph can be efficiently rendered, with LOD

control, using a backward warping technique. Experimental results are illustrated

in the Section 6, with concluding remarks in the last section.

Related Work

Image based representation

The light field [1] densely and uniformly samples the radiance of a scene or ob-

ject as a 4D Plenoptic function of position and direction without any geometry or

depth. lumigraph [2] is similar to light field rendering but it applies approximate

geometry to compensate for non-uniform sampling in order to improve rendering

quality. Dynamically reparameterized light field [8] extends the light field with a

variable focus plane or surface and thus alleviates sampling density. Recently,

Schirmacher et al. [9] introduced an interactive lumigraph rendering through

warping by augmenting the light field with corresponding accurate depth map.

When accurate depth values are used, the image can be rendered from a nearby



view by directly warping the input image according to their depth. To overcome

the inefficiency of 3D warping, Schaufler [10][11] introduced the concept of lay-

ered imposter to approximate the geometry of the object. The layered imposter

consists of a series of frontal-parallel layers associated with their corresponding

color values from back to front. To deal with the occlusion problems, Layered

Depth Images (LDI) [4] maintains the multiple color and depth values for each

pixel in a single image so that warping can be computed from a single image.

In this paper, the multiple reference cameras are configured in the same way

as those of light field while we augment every ray with an quantized depth. Our

representation is the closest to that of [9]. However, there are several differences

between the two representations. First, the motivation of the layered lumigraph is

to provide the flexible combinations in joint image and geometry space and thus it

can be optimized towards different computing environment and output resolution.

Secondly, in the layered lumigraph, we not only use the higher resolution depth

to reduce the image samples for light field but also use the image samples to

reduce the depth complexity. Finally, previous methods are not concerned with

the hierarchical image-based representation, while developing an automatic LOD

control in joint image-geometry space is an important goal of this paper.



Hierarchical image based representations

To deal with sampling issue of LDI, Chang et al. [12] introduced the LDI tree,

which combines a hierarchical space partition scheme with the concept of LDI.

The image caching technique [13] used the same hierarchical structure as LDI

tree while each space partition has an imposter instead of an LDI. Oliveira et al.

[14] also incorporated the texture pyramid into relief texture mapping in order

to keep warping cost proportional to the texture contribution to the final output

image.

Our representation is similar to [12] and [14]. However, there are two im-

portant differences. First, our hierarchical representation is based on the multiple

reference views rather than merging them into a single center of projection. Thus,

we incur neither the loss of certain variation of scene appearance nor resampling

errors in their first journey from original input images to single reference view.

The adoption of multiple reference views also enables us to reduce the adequate

sampling resolution in depth space. Secondly, our LOD control is embedded in

joint image-geometry space rather than image space only. When the screen reso-

lution drops or the viewer is farther away from the scene, both image resolution

and geometry detail (the number of depth layers) can be reduced while keeping

the same visual fidelity.



Image warping

The image warping described in [3] is a forward warping process. The pixels of

the reference images are traversed and warped to the output image in the order

they appear in the reference image. The disadvantage of forward warping algo-

rithm is its tendency to produce hole artifacts due to self-occlusion or insufficient

sampling rate. Instead, rendering with backward warping can remove the hole

artifacts. However, it is computationally expensive; drawing each pixel in output

image requires searching the whole epipolar line in the reference image. In [14],

the 3D warping process is factored into a 1D forward warping step and a tradi-

tional texture mapping step with the support of standard graphics hardware. In

View Dependent Texture Mapping (VDTM) [15], the output image is rendered by

blending the multiple textures based on the observer’s viewpoint, the results of

which are mapped onto a polygon model.

Our method can be thought as a hierarchical extension to the method of VDTM

[15]. Instead of using polygons, we represent the scene geometry as a collection of

the frontal-parallel sprites. Moreover, the number of layers used for rendering is

automatically optimized towards available computing resource and current output

resolution by incorporating LOD control in joint image and geometry space.



Overview of the plenoptic sampling

According to [5], plenoptic sampling has the following properties: minimum sam-

pling rate when only the minimum and maximum depths are known (see Fig1a);

the minimum sampling curve in the joint image-geometry space (see Fig1a) and

minimum sampling curves for different output resolutions (see Fig1b). In this

section, we revisit these plenoptic sampling properties with a simplified geomet-

ric explanation. Readers interested in the spectral analysis of plenoptic sampling

can refer to [5].

Optimal depth and minimum sampling rate

Let ∆s denote the sampling interval between camera, and∆u be the pixel size in

the image plane. To avoid the aliased rendering of novel image rendering with sin-

gle constant depth correction, the maximum sampling interval between cameras

should satisfy

∆s =
2max{∆u,∆r,1/(2Bu)}

f (dmax−dmin)
, (1)

wheredmax anddmin denote the maximum and minimum disparity (i.e., inverse

of the depth) in the scene respectively,Bu represents the highest frequency from

the spectral support of continuous light field,∆r is the pixel size of the output

image, andf is the focal length for both sampling and output camera. The optimal

disparity for rendering should be



dopt = (dmin +dmax)/2. (2)

Ignoring the textural complexity of the scene, the maximum sampling interval

between cameras can be derived as

∆s =
2max{∆u,∆r}
f (dmax−dmin)

. (3)

Figure2a shows a geometric interpretation of the simplified Equation3 in 2D.

We assume the focal length of all the reference cameras to bef , the minimum,

maximum and optimal disparity of the scene to bedmin, dmax, dopt respectively.

The output cameraC is located at the camera plane, with focal lengthf . The

resolution of the output camera is the same as that of the sampling cameras. To

render the output image, the two sampling images from the reference camerasSi

andSi+1 located at∆S distance are interpolated. The projection error is

epro j =
f ∆s(dmax−dmin)

2
, (4)

which occurs when we try to warp the images of a scene point with the optimal

disparity. By assuming the maximum projection error is equal to the pixel width

∆r, we have

∆r =
f ∆s(dmax−dmin)

2
, (5)

which is same as the Equation3.



Minimum sampling curve in the image-geometry space

If we use more layers to encode the depth of the scene, the layers are quantized

uniformly in the disparity space due to the perspective model adopted in the ref-

erence views. More specifically,

∆d =
dmax−dmin

Nd
. (6)

That is, the region ranged from minimum disparity to maximum disparity is di-

vided intoNd equal sized segments. Once the disparity space has been divided,

original disparity values fall in each region are mapped to the optimal (i.e., mid-)

disparity of this region.

When more than one depth layers are used, the number of images can be

reduced. The specific relationship is

∆s =
2max{∆u,∆r}

f ∆d
. (7)

A geometric explanation in 2D is shown in Figure2b, in which the scene be-

tween the maximum disparitydmax and the minimum disparitydmin is divided

into two layers. For each layer, the optimal disparity is used for rendering. For

example, the optimal disparitydopt,1 is used to render the second layer (fromd1 to

dmin). By assuming the projection error of each layer is equal to∆r, we can easily

derive the Equation7.

The above equation shows that the number of depth layers used for antialiased



rendering is inversely proportional to the number of images required. More gen-

erally, such relationship can be characterized as a minimum sampling curve in the

joint image-geometry space (see Figure1b). Any combination of image sample

number and depth layer number on or above the minimum sampling curve will

guarantee the same rendering quality as with traditional Light Field rendering, or

with multiple images with accurate depth. Using this property, the optimization of

the image-based representation with respect to the computing platform is equiv-

alent to choosing an optimal point along the minimum sampling curve based on

the available computing resources.

Minimum sampling curves for different output resolutions

To align the rendering complexity with the output resolution, we need to con-

struct levels of details in the joint image-geometry space. Plenoptic sampling also

encodes the interactions between the output resolution and minimum sampling

curve in the joint image-geometry space, but only for new view on the camera

plane. Figure1b shows different minimum sampling curves under different output

resolution.

Figure2c shows how projection error occurs at a displaced view from the cam-

era plane. Here we assume the minimum, maximum and optimal disparity of the

current layeri to bedmin,i, dmax,i, dopt,i respectively. Also, letdv be the inverse of



depth distance between the current viewpoint and camera plane. The projection

error is then

epro j = ∆s f (dmax−dopt)/(1+dopt/dv). (8)

When the current viewpoint lies on the camera plane and its focal length equals

to that of reference cameras, the same minimum sampling rate can be derived as

the spectral analysis of plenoptic sampling, by assuming the maximum projection

error is∆r. However, texture distribution and input resolution are ignored here. In

practice, the MipMap can be used to make the input image resolution comparable

to the output resolution. Moreover, if we have additional information about texture

distribution, we can relax the above constraints further.

Layered lumigraph

The relationship between the number of image samples and the number of depth

layers described in the plenoptic sampling analysis leads to a new representation

in the joint image-geometry space, which we called layered lumigraph. In this

section, we first provide an overview of the layered lumigraph rendering system.

Then we discuss the layered lumigraph preprocessing procedure.



System overview

The layered lumigraph extends the conventional lumigraph/light field representa-

tion by assigning a depth layer for each pixel. Like lumigraph/light field, the lay-

ered lumigraph is also represented by the two-plane parameterization. Because all

sample cameras lie on the same plane, the depth layers used in layered lumigraph

are planes parallel to the camera plane across the multiple reference images. The

pseudo-code in Table1 describes the data structure of the layered lumigraph. In

practice, we have found one byte is generally sufficient to encode the index of

depth layers. If more depth layers (more than 256) are involved, more bits (16 or

32) should be used to index the depth layers.

As shown in Figure3, the layered lumigraph rendering system is composed by

two stages. In the preprocessing stage, the layered lumigraph is first constructed

from the evenly sampled images. Then, for the highest output resolution, this

original layered lumigraph is optimized to maximize the rendering performance

on a given platform. Finally, the hierarchical layered lumigraph is generated from

optimal layered lumigraph for efficient LOD control. In the rendering stage, the

LOD of the layered lumigraph is first tailored for the current output resolution

and view position. Then the tailored layered lumigraph is rendered via the texture

mapping hardware.



Layered lumigraph generation and optimization

To construct the layered lumigraph, the raw lumigraph/light field images of the

scene are first captured at each sample grid on the camera plane. The depth maps

from same sample cameras are either captured simultaneously or computed later

using a stereo algorithm. According to the plenoptic sampling analysis, the dispar-

ity of the scene is uniformly divided into the maximum number of layers system

allowed. Finally, the disparity value on each pixel is classified into the layer to

which it belongs. As shown in Figure4, instead of storing all the combinations of

images and depth layers along the minimum sample curve for the highest output

resolution, in the original layered lumigraph, we store all images in the original

lumigraph combined with the maximum number of depth layers to minimize the

storage requirement.

As shown in Figure4, given the highest output resolution specified by a user,

the minimum sampling curve can be determined first in the joint image-geometry

space by Equation7. Along the minimum sampling curve, the best rendering per-

formance for the given rendering platform is achieved at a specific point, which is

defined as the optimal layered lumigraph.

In our system, after the minimum sampling curve is determined by the high-

est output resolution, we construct aconstrainedoptimal layered lumigraph from

the original layered lumigraph, where the constraints are based on the fact that



the images are presampled. Since the rendering performance is determined by

many issues (graphics hardware, CPU, memory, etc.), it is difficult to get a close-

form solution for the layered lumigraph optimization. In practice, we took an

experimental approach. We first derived a set of layered lumigraphs with differ-

ent combinations of images and depth layers from the original layered lumigraph,

each of which corresponds to a point on the minimum sampling curve of the high-

est output resolution. After the rendering speeds of these layered lumigraphs on

the given platform are tested, the one with the best rendering performance is the

constrained optimal layered lumigraph for the given platform. For example, for

the BLOCK data shown in the experimental results section, we tested the ren-

dering performance of different combinations of images and depth layers on two

platforms. As shown in Table5, on System A, the optimal layered lumigraph for

the BLOCK scene contains 4×4 images. The optimal layered lumigraph of the

same scene for System B contains 8×8 images.

LOD construction for layered lumigraph

As shown in Figure4c, for each output resolution, an optimized layered lumi-

graph can be extracted from the original layered lumigraph. All these optimal

layered lumigraphs compose an optimal LOD for layered lumigraph in the joint

image-geometry space (shown as the dashed line in the Figure4). In practice, it is



time-consuming to construct the optimal layered lumigraph for each output res-

olution. Moreover, it is difficult to control the LOD by switching among these

optimal layered lumigraphs at the rendering time. As a result, based on the op-

timal layer lumigraph for highest output resolution, we construct the LOD for

different output resolutions, in which the number of the images are keep constant

(shown as the solid line in the Figure4c). In image space, a series of image pyra-

mids are defined for each image in the optimal layered lumigraph. More specif-

ically, we organize every reference image into a Gaussian pyramid, each level of

which contains successively lower-passed spatial frequency color and depth data

in the input image. The original image forms the lowest level of the Gaussian

pyramid, i.e.,G0 = I. Each successive level of the pyramid is produced by con-

volution with a Gaussian kernel followed by down-sampling by a factor of two:

Gn+1 = 2 ↓ (Gn⊗KGaussian), where 2↓ (·) is the two-times down-sampling oper-

ation andGn is thenth level of the pyramid, which is 1/2n the size of the original

in each dimension.

For efficient rendering, an efficient transformation from the finest depth reso-

lution to varying depth resolution is also needed. Instead of generating the LOD

for depth in the preprocessing stage, we dynamically adjust the number of depth

layers at the rendering time.



Layered Lumigraph Rendering

Given a specific rendering platform, the pyramids of the color images and depth

maps in the optimal layered lumigraph are loaded into the texture memory and

defined as the texture MipMaps respectively. The depth map is defined as the

palette texture or alpha texture with texture lookup table so that the depth maps

can be updated quickly during rendering. For systems without palette texture or

texture lookup table support, the depth texture must be reloaded into the texture

memory for any layer adjusting.

As illustrated in Table2, rendering proceeds in two steps. In the first step, the

LOD of the layered lumigraph is tailored for the current output resolution and

viewpoint position. In the second step, by making use of the texture mapping

hardware, the layers are rendered in a back-to-front order. For each layer, the out-

put image is divided into several regions, each of which can be rendered by texture

mapping four neighbor reference images. In our rendering algorithm, the render-

ing time mainly depends on the number of the layers and the output resolution.

The details of our rendering algorithm are discussed in following subsections.

LOD control in the joint image-geometry space

Given the viewpoint and its desired output resolution, the LOD of the layered lu-

migraph is adapted to provide the adequate image resolution and the number of



depth layers. In the layered lumigraph rendering, since the rendering hardware

automatically selects the proper MipMap levels for texture mapping, the image

resolution used for rendering is always consistent with the output resolution. In

our algorithm, the number of depth layers is adjusted by merging a set of neigh-

boring layers from the optimal layered lumigraph into new layers.

As shown in Table3, the original layers in the optimal layered lumigraph are

swept from back to front. A sweeping layer is merged into the new layer only if,

after the new layer is merged the sweep layer, the projection error of the new layer

(see Equation8) is not larger than the output resolution.

After merging, we compute the optimal disparity value for each new layer. The

mapping between the original layer and the new layer is constructed and defined

as the texture lookup table. By mapping the index of the original layers to that

of the new layers, the number of layers is also changed according to the output

resolution.

Alternatively, computing the new layers from layer configuration for the last

frame would be a better method, where the coherence between the frames is ex-

ploited. Here we directly derive the new configuration from the original layers

because it costs very little time.



Rendering output images

Given a new viewpointC and desired image planeP, a straightforward rendering

algorithm traces each ray from C that passes through pixel onP to a scene point

that lies on some layer. Then rays from the four nearest cameras to the scene point

are used to interpolate the output ray.

Instead of rendering the output image pixel by pixel, we can directly project

the layers to the output image because the scene is represented as a number of

plane layers. We divide the output image plane to several output regions by

projecting the sampling camera girds onto output image planeP. As shown in

Figure5, for each regionRo of the output viewC, images from four sampling

cameras on the corresponding grid points are used to render the layers from back

to front. For each sampling camera, a set of polygons parallel to the image plane

is placed at the optimized distance of each layer. These polygons are bounded by

the view frustum of the corresponding sample cameras. Moreover, for each layer

j, we only need to render the contribution regionRc, which is the projection of the

output regionRo onto the layerj.

For each sampling camera, polygons in the current layer are first clipped by the

contribution region boundary. Then polygons are rendered with the corresponding

color and depth texture maps. The depth texture map is converted to the new

layers first and then is applied to the alpha channel of the polygon. The MipMap



level of the images (texture maps) is controlled by the texture mapping hardware

automatically. After the texture mapping, the alpha test is applied to guarantee

only pixels within the current depth layer are rendered into the image buffer. The

pseudo code of the rendering is illustrated in Table2.

To reduce the overhead of texture mapping, each sample image is uniformly

subdivided inton×m smaller rectangle texture regions. More specifically, the

depth range of the original layers contained in each small texture region is recorded

in the preprocessing stage. While in the rendering stage, instead of defining a large

polygon for whole texture image, a set of small polygons are used for rendering,

each of which corresponds to one texture region. For each rendering layer, if the

original layers contained in current new layer fall into the range of the layer in a

texture region, the small polygon corresponding to the texture region is sent into

the graphics pipeline for rendering.

Performance of Layered Lumigraph Rendering

The performance of layered lumigraph rendering is influenced by several factors.

First, the more layers are used in the layered lumigraph, the more polygons are

defined and rendered so that more texture mapping operations are executed during

rendering. As described above, by subdividing the images into smaller regions,

the texture mapping overheads are balanced with the transformations and clipping



operations for more polygons. Second, although using the layered lumigraph with

more images and fewer depth layers reduces the number of depth layers, it would

take more time to load texture maps to the graphics hardware. Increasing the

number of images would also result in the increase in the number of polygons

and geometry clipping operations. This adversely affects the geometry processing

stage of the graphics pipeline.

The benefit of the LOD control in the joint image-geometry space is that the

number of polygons used for rendering is proportional to the number of the depth

layers. Thus, when the layered lumigraph with lower LOD is applied to rendering,

the fewer number of layers alleviates the load of the whole graphics pipeline. On

the contrary, if the LOD control is only applied in image space, only the texture

mapping stage benefits from the LOD control. As we will show in the next section,

Our LOD control is more efficient than simple LOD control in image space .

Experimental Results

We have implemented the layered lumigraph rendering in C++ and OpenGL on

two PC’s with 256M main memories. The first PC (System A) is configured

with a PIII 733MHZ CPU and Nvidia Geforce256 graphics card. The second one

(System B) is configured with the PIII 866MHZ CPU and Matrox G400 graphics

card.



Three synthetic scenes (STATUE, NETFERT, and BLOCK) are used in our

experiments. The image resolution in the data sets is 256×256. The reference

color images and accurate depth images were generated by ray tracing using 3D

Studio Max. After quantizing the accurate depth into 256 layers, we convert the

reference images into the original layered lumigraph data sets. For simplicity,

only a single light slab of the scene is captured and used in our current implemen-

tation. The configurations of the original layered lumigraph for the three scenes

are summarized in Table4. Figure6 shows rendering results of the data sets.

For different platform, the configuration of the optimal layered lumigraph can

be different. To obtain the optimal layered lumigraph for each data set, we tested

the rendering speeds of different combinations of images and depth layers, each

of which corresponds to a point on the minimum sampling curve for the high-

est output resolution 400×400. As shown in Table 5, for NETFERT scene and

System A, the optimal layered lumigraph contains 4×4 images. Whereas for the

same scene, the optimal layered lumigraph on System B contains 8×8 images.

Compared to other representations [1][4]that correspond to some specific points

in the joint image-geometry space, the layered lumigraph is flexible enough to

provide different configurations along the minimum sampling curve. Thus the

best rendering performance can be achieved on any platform with optimal layered

lumigraph.

To test the efficiency of the LOD control used in our rendering algorithm, we



placed the viewpoint at several distances to the camera plane and compute the av-

erage rendering time for 100 frames at each distance. Two algorithms are executed

in the experiments to render the optimal layered lumigraph on System A. Our new

rendering algorithm, labelled as LOD Algorithm, dynamically adjusts the number

of the depth layers and the image resolution when the viewpoint changes. On the

other hand, the conventional MipMap algorithm only adjusts the image resolution

to adapt the viewpoint movement.

As illustrated in Figure7, when the viewpoint lies on the camera plane, both

LOD algorithm and MipMap algorithm use the finest resolution for rendering. So

the rendering time of the two algorithms for all data sets are same. When the view-

point moves farther away from the camera plane, both the image resolution and

the number of depth layers are reduced in the LOD algorithm. Since the overhead

of the whole graphics pipeline is reduced, the rendering time is decreased accord-

ingly. For comparison, the rendering time of the MipMap algorithm is nearly

constant for all viewpoints. For the viewpoint whose position is 4.0 f (where f

is the focal length of the sampling camera) away from the camera plane, the ren-

dering time of the LOD algorithm is only one third of the rendering time of the

MipMap algorithm. Obviously, the LOD control in the joint image and geometry

space is more efficient than the conventional LOD control in image space only.

Figure8 compares the rendering results of the NETFERT scene at different

LODs, which are rendered by the LOD algorithms and MipMap algorithm respec-



tively. Although fewer depth layers are used in the LOD algorithm for rendering,

the rendering quality of the two algorithms are visually indistinguishable.

Conclusion and future work

The image-based presentation proposed in this paper, layered lumigraph with

LOD control, is well suited for different tradeoffs in image-geometry space. Based

on plenoptic sampling, the layered lumigraph can be efficiently optimized to achieve

the best rendering performance for different rendering platforms. An efficient

backward warping algorithm is introduced to render the output view by taking ad-

vantage of commodity texture mapping hardware. Cooperated with the automati-

cally LOD control in the joint image-geometry space, the rendering performance

of the layered lumigraph is further optimized according to the output resolution.

The key idea presented here is not limited to the configuration of uniform light

field sampling and frontal-parallel depth layers. In the future, we would like to

explore how to extend our work into the nonuniform configuration of multiple

reference cameras and how to incorporate the surface normal into the general-

ized image-based representation and its related LOD control in image-geometry

space. Currently, our scheme is based on the assumption that surface is diffuse

and little view-dependent variance can occur. How to represent the surfaces with

view-dependent property in joint image and geometry space is another interesting



line of our future work.
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Figure 1: Plenoptic Sampling: (a) The minimum sampling rate and the minimum

sampling curve in the joint image-geometry space. (b) Minimum sampling curves

for different output resolutions
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Figure 2: The geometric interpretation of the plenoptic sampling. (a)The min-

imum sampling rate, which can be derived by assuming the projection error is

equal to the output image resolution. The minimum sample rate is achieved when

the optimal disparitydopt is used for rendering. (b) The minimum sampling curve

in the joint image-geometry space indicates the relationship between the number

of layers and sample camera intervals. It is derived by assuming the maximum

projection error for each layer is equal to the output image resolution. The in-

terested readers are referred to [16] for further discussions. (c) The LOD control

in the joint image-geometry space. The projection error becomes smaller when

the view moves farther away from the camera plane. By assuming the maximum

projection error allowed in the rendering result,the projection error can be used as

the error metric for LOD control.
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Figure 4: Layered lumigraph optimization: (a) Original layered lumigraph, shown

as a point above the minimum sampling curve (b) Constructing the optimal lay-

ered lumigraph for the given output resolution (c) Constructing LOD for layered

lumigraph. The contour plot in (c) illustrates the rendering performance for dif-

ferent combinations of images and depth layers. The darker the region, the better

rendering performance.
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Figure 6: Rendering results of the scenes used in the experiments. Left: BLOCK;

Middle: STATUE; Right: NETFERT
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Figure 7: The rendering time (in ms/frame) of the three data sets on System A

with different LOD control algorithms, wheref is the focal length of the sam-

pling camera. With the viewpoint moves farther away from the camera plane, the

rendering time of our algorithm is decreased accordingly. While the rendering

time of the MipMap algorithm is almost constant for all viewpoints.



Figure 8: Rendering results of the NETFERT scene at several level of details

rendered with different LOD control algorithms. Up: Images rendered by LOD

algorithm. Down: Image Rendered by MipMap Algorithm. These images are

visually indistinguishable.



Table 1: Data structure of the layered lumigraph.

ColorPixel: unsigned char ColorRGB [3];

ColorImage: colorPixel Pixels[ResU][ResV];

DisparityIndexImage: unsigned char DepthPixels[ResU][ResV];

Layered lumigraph

{

int NumberOfLayer;

int ResS, ResT;

int ResU, ResV;

float LayerDisparityTable[NumberLayer];

ColorImage ColorImages[ResS][ResT];

DisparityIndexImage DisparityImages[ResS][ResT];

}



Table 2: Rendering algorithm for hierarchical layered lumigraph

Preprocessing:defining color and palette texture maps;

Rendering:

for (novel view point)

compute new depth layers for new view point;

if (depth layers are different)

load new depth layer map;

for (each rectangleRs on camera plane)

projectRs to output image plane to getRo;

endfor

for (each depth layer j back to front)

project output regionRo to current layer to get regionRc;

setting the alpha test;

for (each of four sample cameras forRs)

load texture map corresponds to current sample camera;

render theRc at the optimized distance;

endfor

endfor

endfor



Table 3: LOD control for depth layers.

merge(original layer, new layer)

{

sweeplayer = the farthest original layer;

new layer = sweeplayer;

for( sweeplayer != the nearest original layer)

if(valid merge (newlayer, sweeplayer))

new layer = merge(newlayer, sweeplayer);

else

new layer = sweeplayer;

sweeplayer = next original layer;

endfor;

}

valid merge(newlayer, sweeplayer, viewpoint, output resolution)

{

test layer=merge(newlayer, sweeplayer);

if (error proj(testlayer, viewpoint)< output resolution)

return true;

else

return false;

}



Table 4: Configuration of three layered lumigraph data sets

Scene Sizeof Sizeof F Zmin Zmax Max number Max number

UV plane ST plane of layers of images

NETFERT 200.0 100.0 160.0 183.4 308.8 256 65×65

STATUE 400.0 200.0 300.0 232.6 581.8 256 65×65

BLOCK 80.0 40.0 60.0 35.4 134.0 256 65×65



Table 5: The average rendering time (ms) of the data sets on two systems

Scene Rendering environment Number of images

2×2 4×4 8×8

STATUE System A 12.4 10.6 12.5

System B 35.7 24.0 24.4

NETFERT System A 19.2 13.5 14.5

System B 56.8 35.2 29.1

BLOCK System A 22.1 16.7 19.6

System B 64.1 43.1 38.8


